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УДК &33.9

А.Г.Ситенко, П.П.Сосенко

О конвективных колебаниях трехкомпонентной плазмы в
неоднородном магнитном поле

В настоящей работе установлена возможность нелинейных, конвектив-
ных волн в трехкомпонентной плазме в неоднородном магнитном поле,
предложены упрощенные уравнения для описания таких волн, рассчи-
тан стационарный спектр желобковых флуктуации и предсказана воз-
можность критических флуктуации. Показано, что существует нелиней-
ный механизм генерации крупномасштабных электростатических полей
посредством двойного каскада волн.

A.G.Sitenko, P.P.Soaenko

On Convective Fluctuations in a Three-Component

Plasma in a Curved Magnetic Field

The present paper establiah.es the possibility of nonlinear oonvec-

tive waves in a three-oomponent plasma in a curved magnetio fi-

eld, suggests roduoed equations appropriate for a description

of such waves and predicts a stationary spectrum of flute fluc-

tuations, as well as the possibility of critical fluctuations.

The existence of a nonlinear mechanism generating large-scale

electrostatio fields in the form of a double cascade of waves is

demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theory of nonlinear interaction of low-frequency waves

and fluotuationa in a two-component plasma in a homogeneous mag-

netic field [1-5] predicts the nonlinear dynamics of low-frequ-

ency motions and stationary speotra of lovr-frequenoy fluotuationa

with nonlinear effeota taken into aooount, as well aa an anoma-

lous plasma transport due to these fluotuations. Meanwhile, labo-

ratory, geophysical and astropbysical studies reveal the impor-

tanoe of low-frequency nonlinear phenomena in many-component plas-

mas in a curved magnetic field [6-10] .

The present paper establishes the possibility of nonlinear

oonveotive waves in a three-oomponent plasma in a curved magnetic

field, suggests reduced equations appropriate for description ot

suoh waves and predicts the stationary spectrum of flute (inter-

change) fluotuations, as well as the possibility of oritioal fluc-

tuations. The existenoe of a nonlinear meohanism generating large-

aoale electrostatic) fields in the form ot a double oasoade of

waves is demonstrated.

2. REDUCED NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

FOR THE CONVECTIVE OSCILLATIONS

Let us consider the case of a three-oomponent plasma in oro-

ssed magnetic , B
o
 , and gravity, t , fields, which are

assumed to be homogeneous. (The gravity field is introduced to

model the magnetic field ourvature [11) ). Plasma inhomogeneity

is assumed to be in the direction of a gravity field, along the

x -axes. We start from the transport equations [1-31

O,

(2)

(Нега л , v , Е.*-Рчр » р » X are, respectively, a

density, a velocity, an eleotrio field strength, a pressure, a vis-
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ooaity tensor, a. and m. are the charge and the mass of a par-

ticle, с is a light-velooity, o
ft
 is a gyrofrequenoy, ь «

• &
6
/в i index e со refers to eleotrons (ions)), iiq. (2) ta-

kes into aooount the low-frequency and flute oharaoter of plasma

motion. The third component (a hot one wliioh represents either

eleotrons or iona) is described in the adiabatio approximation

[2-5 ,8,9,12)

*
fc
 " ^ ^

k<i k
 ' (3)

where n • is an unperturbed density, T ^ is a temperature, the

potential л is governed by the Fo^sson equation

Eqe.(i)-(4) yield system of reduoed equations for the potential

and density ( "Sn
e
 =

 л

е
"

п
е о ) perturbations (the frame

is chosen so as to have the eleotrons at reat in an unperturbed

state):

-. • _ -» (5)

(c/6
0
)b «?tna -7f

a
 - 4ла.

е
 a у' • v S"n

e
 « о ,

vihere the following notations are used: v * j« Ь(

*. « 4л п^
о
т

(
 с

г
/&о > v is the ion viscosity ooeffi-

oient, v* is the dianagnetio drift velocity for the hot oorapo-

nent. Eqs. (5) and (6) imply that the wave-length of the oaoilla-

tiona is much leaa than the inhomogeneity aoale of the unperturbed

density and temperature, a* well as small density perturbations
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In the case of weakly nonlinear motions the solution of Eq.

(6) for the density perturbation can be oast in the form of expan-

sion in increasing powers of the electric field strength.. Intro-

duoing this expansion into Eq. (5), we derive a closed nonlinear

equation for the spaoe-time Fourier component у for the po-

tential ( E
K
*-ii4f

K
 , k«1j,to )i

where

*? •* a + t i v Qi ^ l ^ Wtt> (e)

is a dieleotrio permittivity, <•>,, = ц . у
4
, w = « - ^ « , w = k v *

0,2) = [

is a seoond-order nonlinear eleotrio susceptibility.

The similarities between the eleotrostatio mode under consi-

deration and the magnetio electron mode [13,14] are obvious.

We use Eqa. (1)-(4) to reduce the energy conservation law,

(«/•^jjd? Е-^ЗЬ - о ( iS is an eleotrio induotion vec-

tor) , to the form

(10)

where

ir
n
' \ (11)

i.e. the total energy variation is due to the linear dissipation

only, with the nonlinear interaction having no effect.
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3. LINEAR Y/AVE8 AMD FLUCTUATIONS

In the linear approximation the aigenfrequenoy of plasma

oaoillationa follows from the zero of the dieleotrio permittivity

(8)» IO
1
- iO(w.*iO^) + AuJ.u)^ * i jf<J - O.

If the oolliaional dissipation is neglected, then

with

Aw «. < (<J, + O )
a
 . (13)

3
 n h

 i
In accordance with Eq. (11), the averaged energy density Wj*

of an almost monochromatic wave with a frequency u)^ and a wave

vector к , and an amplitude E •* is as follows

«•y^lEpH . (14)

where £ ^ * "ЬЙ«.е/'Ь<«з for <J*tip . Therefore, in

the oase of a nonequilibriua unperturbed plasma state, when

Xu^Uj > о (the case of unfavorable curvature) the waves

with the frequenoy iO*(Q~) have a positive (negative) ener-

gy. In the equilibrium state, when Aid^u. < о (the

case of favorable curvature), both branohes (12) are oharaoteri-

zed with positive energies.

If ^
Q
k

w
j

 >
 (

(J
|

l
*

w
ji , (15)

there is an instability analogous to an interchange instability

in a two-component plasma with a finite ion temperature [Я] (the

hot component has a stabilising role). Then, О ̂  • U)
c
 5

m ( u
k
» u . )/2 is the frequenoy of unstable oscillations, and

is an instability increment. In aooordanoe with Bq. (11), the

energy of oscillations is proportional to the quantity

((- >w^«>j / |O° ti^
1
1

2
 ) шо under the oondition (15), i.e. ener

gy of reactively unstable waves is equal to rero within the con-

text of the linear approximation (in aooordanoe with the results

of [15J).

The solution of the dispersion equation with dissipation can
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be oaet into the form ь)« uj-r-iy j where cop is gover-

ned by Eq. (12), and

W
 '> (17)

if Jf < * |u»* - u>~ I . Eq. (17) yields damping for both bran-

ches in the case of favorable ourvature. In the case of unfavor-

able ourvature the negative energy waves are unstable, i.e. a

resistive instability takes place.

When yilw'-uTi << »U)*| , (18)

we obtain u = u° t u-i)(ita'l vf2 >
</A
 • When

the oscillatious are aperiodic: di * U *-^У and

и; = <j
< 4 >
* t^io.uJ^/ ̂  •

 T n e
 fl^s* branch is stable, the se-

cond one is unstable in the oase of unfavorable ourvature.

In order to take into account the fluctuations, a random souroe

S is to be introduced into the right-hand side of Bq. (7),

with a quadratic speotral correlation funotion for the source be-

ing determined within the oootext of the theory of hydrodynamics

fluctuations (16]. Then, the speotral distribution of eleotrio fi-

eld strength fluctuations is as follows

\
 K

 . (20)

The Landau-Lifehitz approach yields

<S
2
>. = («ЛТ / u ) I m £ (21)

for the problem under consideration (with the dielectric permit-
tivity being governed by Eq. (8)). The combination of Sqs. (20)
and (21) yields

The latter relation has the form of a fluctuation-dissipation re-
lation [181, nevertheless it is appropriate for a description of
fluctuations in the nonequilibrium state, too.

The integration of the speotrum (22) over the fraquenoy re-
•ulta in the following expression for the fluctuation intensity:
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where (J,-i^
(
 and и>

г
- i$

z
 are the roots of the linear disper-

sion equation. When Eq. (17) holds, the latter equation simpli-

fies to

* (24)

i.e. Ij
 :
 и in the oase of favorable curvature. As follows

from Eq. (24), in the unfavorable curvature case the fluctua-

tion intensity inoreaeea substantially as O* -» U>~ (critical

fluctuations). But Eq. (24) itself is unjustified in that region,

as it has been derived under the assumption: у <<• \u>
+
- u)" \ .

Eq. (23) yields

i
v
~-i<4\*°\/4)"

2
 » I

е
»

 (25)

in the domain (16) for the unfavorable curvature oase, i.e. the

level of fluctuations in noneqilibrium plasma is much above the

fluctuation level in the equilibrium state.

In the domain (19), the fluctuation level is the same for

both oases of favorable and unfavorable curvatures, and it equals

to I 't .

4. DECAY IHSTABILITY

Let us consider the nonlinear interaction of oonveotive wa-

ves in the stability domain, with visooeity being disregarded. The

decay instability [17] takes place in the system of throe waves

with fixed waveveotors, if the condition,

Q-s£s^Va,,-riyV*(?,,-iri) >o , io satisfied, T, • ̂  »j^ .

Then, Г » (,Qlft,l
l
- b

a
/ 4 )

W i
 is the instability inore-

ment, here a, and IT, are the amplitude and the wnvevector of

a pump wave, Г£ and ^ are the wave-veotors of excited waves,

и * «, "^-••>* »
 s
^ "

 5
3

Л £j » a n d

The nonlinear eleotrio ousoeptibility poseeasea symmetry proper-

ties which refleot the nonlinear interaction conservation laws
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(26)

It is easy to verify Kq. (26), when -f- = ii , as well as when

f - Ur (in the latter oaae the linear dispersion relation

between the frequenoy and the wavenumber must be valid). Then,

Eq. (26) refleota the general symmetry properties [18] corres-

ponding to the conservation of the total energy and the total mo-

mentum of the system of weakly nonlinear wavea.

V/e use Eq. (26) to transform the decay instability oriterion,

( s
i
o , ) C S

i
u

) i
U ^ / < J , - w

3 i
/ w

i
> ( u ^ / w

2
- w

3
, / u ) , > > o . (27)

In what follows the condition, I w^i >> I <*)« i , is assumed to hold.

For the interaction of waves with the same sign of the ener-

gy, Eq. (27) (along vri.th the monotonio dependenoe of the quantity

u*« / <o upon the wavenumber) impl5.es that the pump wave is to
Q

have an intermediate value of the wavenumber, and nonlinear inter-

action саивез a simaltaneous exoitation of waves with large and

small wavenumbers, i.e. a doub'le oaeoade of waves takes place in

the waveveotor spaoe.

When

(here R is a curvature radius, к^ = - AU\n
o
 / Лх

.^-(1+>.)Ю./O
h
1 , and

( 2 8
)

if the interacting waves belong to the branoh ^ ( E, i
B

the pump wave electric field amplitude, <
x
 ш - Л.(*1й.

г
/ix.

 t
 й =o )

f

(29)
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if the interacting waves belong to the branch iO~ .

The decay instability criterion oan be put into the form

к
г
„(к -к

г
 ) >o (Э0)

if the sign of the energy is the same for all three waves, i.e.

nonlinear interaction causes a jpeotral cascade of waves towards

the small values of I к„| , which may result in an emergence of
о

structures elongated in the direction normal to the inhomogenei-

ty gradient and in a formation of zonal particle flows in this di-

rection. Then, it is possible to suggest the turbulent transport

due to low-frequency oonvective oscillations to be maximal in the

same direction (in the case of toroidal configuration of the con-

fining magnetio field this phenomenon implies that plasma para-

meters are rapidly equalized in the poloidal direction).

If the waves from different branches interact, for instance

Ю? , w^ and u~ , then the instability criterion oan be re-

duoed to the form

к
г> Ц (

31
)

implying |u*U IU*l ( \W*\> N j \ ) for the case of favorable

(unfavorable) curvature, i.e. an up-oonversion phenomenon is pos-

sible in a nonequilibrium plasma due to the nonlinear interaction

of positive energy and negative energy waves.

It is to be noted that the double oasoade of waves accompanied

by plasma motion anisotropy is a typioal feature of the weak non-

linear interaction of low-frequenoy waves, and it is the form of

plasma self-organization [5].
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